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Call Reason

Action

Initiated
Suspicious Vehicle
Clear No Report
TC17
Smiley, Rachel
TC18
Yoder, Caleb 06/27/2019 0058
TC18
Yoder, Caleb
SOUTH SIDE OF HOVEY
Normal
182
Kaase, Jordan
06/26/2019 2226 TC17
Smiley, Rachel
MAINES, MICHAEL S @ ***UNKNOWN***
NORMAL, IL 61761
SSN:
DOB:
182
Kaase, Jordan
Arvd—22:23:00
Clrd—23:2l:42
TC18
Yoder, Caleb
184
Shepard, Jacob
Disp—22:27:42
Arvd—22:27:44
Clrd—23:2l:43
TC18
Yoder, Caleb
06/26/2019 2232 TC17
Smiley, Rachel
BLU 2017 CHEV HB
Reg:
IL
-

—

—

—

-

—

-

-

-

—

—

-

06/26/2019 2321 TC18
WHI 2015 TOYT SE
Reg:

—

Yoder,
IL

Caleb

06/26/2019 2224 Smiley, Rachel
10—37

Narrative:

06/26/2019 2228 Smiley, Rachel
per 184- in the handicap/meter lot on the south side of
hovey

Narrative:

06/26/2019 2232 Smiley, Rachel
per 184— 182 is starting 55 testing

Narrative:

06/26/2019 2255 Smiley, Rachel
per 182- requests cqh
probable cause
-

Narrative:
Modified By:

Narrative:

06/26/2019 2256 Smiley, Rachel
06/26/2019 2313 Yoder, Caleb
per 182- probable cause is his driving intoxication here and
a large wad of cash in the front seat with no explanation
06/26/2019 2259 Smiley, Rachel
per 151- no cqh
not a valid reason given
-

Narrative:

06/26/2019 2301 Smiley, Rachel
per 184— 182 will be relocating the chevy to a business
permit spot- the 10-22 will end at 0800 hours

Narrative:

06/26/2019 2320 Yoder, Caleb
182
clear, Michael gave permission to locate vehicle in a
business permit spot. He will be taking an uber home and
vehicle will need to be lO—22’d
-
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Priority
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Duplicate

June 27, 2019
To: Deputy Chief Bleichner
From: Officer Kaase
Incident Date: June 26, 2019
Subject: Michael S. Maines, Bloomington Fire Department
On Wednesday, 06/26/19, at approximately 2223 hours, I observed a blue Chevrolet hatchback
begin to drive onto the ISU Quad through the parking lot on the south side of Hovey Hall. The
vehicle drove approximately 50 feet onto the sidewalk and then reversed back into the parking
lot. I made contact with the driver, Michael S. MANES. I noticed his eyes were bloodshot and
he had a large quantity of cash on the front passenger seat. MANES stated he was lost and
looking to get to Veterans Parkway. I asked where he had come from and he stated a female’s
residence he met on “Bumble.” I inquired if he was from the area and he stated he was not. I
asked where he worked and he stated Bloomington Fire Department (BFD) as a firefighter. I
inquired how long he had been employed and he responded for seven months. I asked why he
was unfamiliar with the area if he worked for BFD for seven months, he stated he was not
familiar with the town of Normal. He stated he thought he saw a stop sign on the Quad but was
unable to direct me to observe any specific object that appeared to be a stop sign. I inquired
where the large sum of cash was from and MANES informed me he was gambling at the Pub II.
When I asked about the number of alcoholic beverages he consumed, he stated he had one bottle
of beer approximately an hour earlier.
I requested MANES perform Standard Field Sobriety Tests, which he complied. Officer
Shepard arrived on scene to assist. I inquired if MANES had any eye problems or abnonnalities.
MANES stated one of his eyes was “weak.” I asked for clarification, and he explained his vision
was not as strong as 20/20. I read the instructions for the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) test
and MANES stated he understood the instructions. I observed 4 out of 6 clues on HGN: lack of
smooth pursuit in both eyes, and distinct and sustained nystagmus in both eyes. When I initially
began to test for lack of smooth pursuit, during the first pass MANES took his eyes off my
finger being used as a stimulus. I had to instruct a second time, to follow my finger with his eyes
only.
I requested MANES perform the Walk and Turn test (WAT). While reading the instructions,
MANES asked multiple times for me to repeat part of the instructions. MANES stated he
understood the instructions and performed the test. MANES had to be instructed during the test
to look at his feet. I observed 2 out of 8 clues on the WAT: incorrect number of steps (both
passes) and improper turn.
I requested MANES perform the One Leg Stand test (OLS). I read the instructions and
MANES stated he understood. Initially, when MANES began the test he failed to raise his foot
six inches and keep it parallel to the ground. He had to be instructed several times on how to
perform the OLS. I observed 0 out 4 clues on OLS.
Based on my training and experience, I determined MANES was close to but not above the
legal limit for driving under the influence (DUI). I informed MANES, I was not placing him

under arrest for DUI, but was not comfortable with him driving. During this time, MAINES
became argumentative with Officer Shepard and I, as well as, repetitive with his statements. In
my training and experience, this indicative of the effects of intoxication.
MANES agreed to allow me to park his vehicle in the business permit spot. Before doing so, I
requested MANES remove his large sum of cash from the vehicle, which he agreed. After
relocating MANES’ vehicle, I asked him to request an Uber or taxi. He stated he would. I
informed him I wanted to see the vehicle pick him up, so I know he was being honest. MANES
complied with the request. MANES asked when he could come back for the vehicle since he
had work at 0700 hours. Officer Shepard stated at 0600 hours. MANES briefly debated with
Officer $hepard but stated he would comply.
Officer Shepard request MANES submit to a Portable Breath Test (PBT), which he consented
provided the results not be documented. As you instructed me to provide, the PBT read 0.090%
Blood Alcohol Concentration. Officer Shepard inquired a second time about the number of
alcoholic beverages MAINES consumed. MANES told a summary of events of his day and
stated a second time he had one bottle beer. I informed MANES due to his employment, I would
notify my supervisor of the incident. MANES asked if his employer would be notified and I
stated that would be determined by the supervisor.

